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Preliminary Report on the

■'■ ' ■■' 'Regional Survey' of Statistical Organisation, 1958/69

Introductory comment ■ " " " '

■ ■■■- --The'TH Economic Commission'for Africa was established at'the'

end ■ of 1958,''which'-was roughly the "beginning of the period during,

which most of African countries gained their independence. One of1'the

first considerations was the need for countries to establish the means

of planning their economic and social development.. This necessarily

resulted in emphasis on^the improvement of'statistical services to.

provide factual information on the conditions and activities of
individual countries and'the region as a whole. .

The initial project intended to achieve this purpose was known as

. the Statistical Survey of Africa, and was basically \a development plan

for statistics? formulated in the light of international recommendations ■

and agreed by the countries- It was .supported by an intensive training '

programmef the provision of expert services, and the adaptation of

statistical methodology for use in the region. In general, countries

have attempted to implement the plan within the "limits of .their

resources. . j

Preliminary work 'relating to general questions of statistical

organisation was considered to be virtually completed when a document

entitled Statistical Development In Africa,•E/CK.14/CAS.4/DEV/l/Rev.l,

was considered hy the Fourth Conference of African Statisticians ill 1965-

The paper summarised the views of the region on how statistical services

should be organised and what work stiould be undertaken in the light of

.development, requirements- and the international statistical recommendations.
Thereafter,.-the. secretariat concentrated on a more detailed examination

of the measures needed to improve statistics in specific fields. ' '

However, the Fifth Conference of African Statisticians again raised

the question.of statistical organisation at its meeting-in 1^67 and
requested further research. The background to the request was the.feeling

that countries with organisational problems shouldbe able to derive

■greater benefit from the experience of other countries which haVe . ..

already overcome similar problemse The justification of budgetary.

provision for some of the more expensive statistical projects was an

important consideration in this respect.

The.ECA secretariat believe that there are two principal means of

meeting the requirements indicated by the Fifth Conference. First,

and.possibly the most important, is the continuation of existing work

in specific fields of methodology, which involves detailed examinations

of country practices and the establishment of recommendations on

arrangements appropriate for the region- The second line of action, ■

"which now appears to be needed, is to follow the development of

individual statistical services in more detail than has been possible

in the past.
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As a first s.tep'in this connection,. the secretariat conducted

the regional-'survey of statistical';,organisation which is'the
subject of this document. The report presented here is of a■

preliminary nature because it would "be useful to have 'the views "of'

•the^ixih session., of the Conference of African Statisticians'.in sfcme of
the; basis results. This.'will ensure that the. final, version-of the-,

report-adequately reflects the situation in the region."'. : ' '[■'■

.; , ■, v..-In general, the ^-response to the survey-was-: satisfactory.;;a'nd './■

questionnaires were carefully completed except with.respect to the

deficiencies.noted below., The number of replies received .from

national statistical. offices' was as., follows* - :.. ' ■. .■ ■":.- ; ■'.- '"

Sub-region . dumber

. . '¥orth ''[
1 West

. ' Central

. , East

Total

1/ Countries in Southern Africa.

Information was also-supplied by two inter-governmental agencies

dealing with..statistics, but the present report is concerned only with
the 28 country :replies. "'

Organisational location- and legal arrangements . . .

It .will be seen from Table 1 .that more than half of the

statistical offices which submitted reports are located in ministries

responsible for planning? most of the remainder are attached to the

offices' of presidents or prime ministers- . . .
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■.. : . .■.-.■.. .■ Table 1 ■ .

Organisational' location of national statistical offices

S-ub-r-region

Office of the

President ,»r

Prime Minister

Ministry of

Planning

Ministry of.

Finance
Total

Forth

Tie st-.

Central

Other

3

Total 19 16 28

One point of particular interest in the survey was to determine

the organisational links existing between statistical offices and planning

agencies- Table 1 already gives a strong indication of the position

in this respect and further amplification is provided by Table 2... '

F.rom this it is clear that, in cases where a statistical service., is

attached to the office of a president or prime minister, the ■ . ''■

planning.agency is also attached to this office. Thus by far the.. . ..

most important link between statistics and planning in the region

arises from the location of these services in the same governmental

unit which5 notably3 is very often the ministry 'of planning. '■ ■ ' " '.

Table 2

Organisational links between statistical office and planning agency

Humber of statistical

C E 0

offices

Total

Same Ministry

Joint representation on planning

"Committee. _!/. ' ., . .

Informal liaison ..". '...;.' "

-4 •23

"v 2

3

Total 4 28

1/ For countries included in this classifications the statistical

-..■ and planning services are not included in the same ministry?1

■ other cases of Joint representation on a planning oommittee

are included in line 1 of the Table. " ' .'
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■ The next table shows that, in most of the reporting countries,

legislation has been established to cover statistical operations.

In reply to a similar guestion^rela-ting to the existence of- -"" ■ . ■. ..

'formal regulations dealing, with the appointment- and promotion of.." '■■

staffy" all-replies- were -affirmative^ it-was n-ot always -cl-eaiy however,

whether;'r.e.f.erence was-being" made to speeial_ regulations for. '":'.'■/*'■

sta'.tistical grades, or "to the; more' general itivil service'regulations-.

"' " ' ' Table' 3 " ' . "" ' ' ' ■ "'' .;.-■ " \-

. Existence of formal arrangements for the operations of . } .-...-

\ ' statistical offices , .."

Sub-region
Countries with

statistical law

Countri.es with no

statistical law.
Total

North

■West- "■ "■

Central

.East

Other

Total 28

Budgetary arrangements

One rather' significant fact emerging from the survey is shown

in Table 4s less than half of all statistical offices maintain their

own accounts« When, this is considered in relation to the apparently-

predominant position of planning ministries, suggested by Tables 1 '

and 2? it seems questionable whether African statistical, services

are anywhere near to achieving'the independent status which is"

generally -considered "desirable,

■-■■•■ table--4 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ -

Accounting-responsibilities of national statistical office,

Number of statistical offices

■ -H

2

1

1

.¥ ,

5

.3 !
—-

C

2

3

2

6
—

0

■1 ■

2

_

. T.otal

12 -

■ 15 :'
—

Office keeps own accounts

Accounts maintained by. parent

ministry ... . ,

Hot specified

Total 4 28



Budgetary arrangements, are usually a central consideration in

■organvisirng"nearly every kind'of'project.'. I.t. is therefore surprising

: that--.tire ■ survey, ague's.tions on this .topic were ..the ones which received

the least -satisfactory, replies. • Provisional results are. presented .

.in'Tables 5 and 6, and 'the ''result's should be 'examined with considerable

caution.';' ■ ■ ' . ^,. .; . ....■_.-.!.' '■■■ ■..-"'" . "' ■...■.-.-

. ■ The two principal'defects in these figures are the1 failure ' -

of some offices to provide the. expenditure breakdown, requested and

the omission of some items (eyen the cost .of the entire central

organisation) in cases where accounts were incorporated in those of
.the parent ministry. The costing.of statistical operations, whether

'in■"the field1 or office* "is 'not""difficult' USbaUs.'e:"i;"ii.e.."'pr.irici,pal; "

components are- always salaries, transportation, equipment and supplies.

■Buring the conference^'the secretariat" "will" make' 'contact with countries

which supplied unsatisfactory budget data, and it is hoped that an

effort can.be made to improve the figures for presentation'in the

final version of this report'. ■" ..-''■- - "■ ■" ;; ■ ;"

'",■""" ' . '. Table ry '. ; . . . ■ ; ■ .

Suib-region *

■■-,:■■;,■ ;■ ■■ ■

North

,West .

Central

,Total ,

Budget for <Durrent
f nc! # i

Sumber

classified by

Up to

... :*>■

' L '£...:'■

. ...^ ,.

50

100

. ,■ 2.'.
, 1-'

.1 _

'■'.'A

100

400

. -3,
■ . 2

■ ". 9'-

financial' year

ooo) . -; ' ■- ■"■■

of countries

size'of total budget

400 .. 1,000 .

1,000. ,1,500-

■ ■" 1;. ■'■= I
-..:-'. 2 .-;

-.. -4.■-..'■ ':,""..'

response

2 .

= 1 . ■

i . .

■-. -4 ;:-

,.'■ Total
, ■ . . ■:■■■■ - - . "

. -: A .'
.-.-8 =■ .

\ ■■8..'--V" "
"-,- 3 ..--■
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Expenditure of statistical

Table

offices

6

a ccording

000)

to ■fcyp© of operation

Branch ■

offices

Overall expenditure

Head1 . ■ offices.-/ ' Special-. • " T "number

■Sub-region offices1 /'and field -projects' Total "' -ot .. kyevige
" -. K~'. ■: "■■: ■■ ''■ > : organisation" ■ ■ countries , '' ."■'

ITorth -,.

-¥est . .,;

Centrali

■1,0-95
800

>.82.

153
-523

153

856,

16

.2,01-8.

3,162

i-,O09

395

3,162;

. 86
■ 7.

2'

, 452

' 43

Total "1,1.50 1,701 24-

. If the secretariat's interpretation of the material .supplied,is

correctp the average annual expenditure on individual national. ■... ■;

statistical services is now approaching US $ 400,000. This figure.seems

higEn in view of the small scale of operations in many countries, and is

only partially accounted for by special projects suoh as population

censuses. Nevertheless, there.appear to "be.grounds for concluding that

governments are spending considerably more'■ on statistics than they

■were a few years agoQ

The variation.in statistical, expenditure between countries is

c0nsid&ra-b-l-eY but'-this can probably be explained in terms of differences

in both statis-fci'cal 'progress and the size of countries. More detailed

analysis.,.will 'be ^undertaken when improved' budget figures are available*

It had ~been hoped- that, the figures presented in Table 6 would"

give a clear indication of the extent to which countries have succeeded

in buildiiig up_ field survey and related operations. The existing "" ■

figures? however, do not permit any precise conclusions because in'

some cases field costs have not been separated from those of. head offices.

"and a re-"therefore included'in the first column of the Table. Proin '

supplementary information contained in country, progress reports, it

appears that perhaps a doaen countries are giving serious attention

to the developmant of field operations.

Structure of statistical services

Table 7 shows a classification of countries according to the

structure of the statistical service. The two principal groups are

countries which have a head office (i*e. a central statistical office)

and statistical units in other ministries, and those which have

these two types of unit plus extensions of the head office in the

form of branches offices and/or a field organisation. In general, it

appears that most countries have opted for some1- degree of decentralisa

tion in organising their statistical services.
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Table 7

Structure of statistical services

Sub-regions

North.

West

Central

East

Other

Type of structure

Head office Head office Head office Head office

. . only ' +; B..O/F.O. + O.S.Us..''. " + B.O/F.O,

."""■' ■ ■ . ' + O..S..Us.

Total

Total 11 13 28

BO,- branch office. PO - field "organisation* OSU -.other statistical unit.

In most countries j ■ there- is no formal administra'tive-link between

•the central-.statistical office and the statistical units'located elsewhere

in the government, structure. The

Administrative links,between

position is indicated in Table

Table 8

central statistical office and

- the other statistical units .

Link

Direct control .,

No:administrative'link but

" '■ informal consultation

Ho link ■■ ■ ■ -■ ■ :

No other stat. unit

Total ■

N

2

2

A ""■

Sub-region

.¥ Q

6 5

- 1 ■'.-■■■

-.? ; 3

.. E' -1

- 1

, 4
. ,2 ■ ■ -

1

8

0

■ 1

2

-:"3.. :■

8.' " ' "

Total

3 ■•■■■:'

18 ■ -w: '
3 ■"■■

4

.28

A further guestion relative, to the structure and activities of

statistical services concerned censuses 'or surveys 'in 'progress or

planned for the "near future.' 59 such inquiries were reported, mainly in/'

the fields of population, agriculture and household budgets. 'These ; '■

figures cannot be satisfactorily interpreted .until -the improved 'budget data

referred to above have been received.
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Staff,position

The number of staff currently employed in the central statistical

■.services of the .reporting countries is shown in Table 9« At "this stage,

the figures are presented without comment because they have to be

compared with the results of- previous statistical manpower surveys and

with the output of the regional statistical training programme. ■

However, it is clear that, at least so far as professionals are

concerned, the, figures represent only a small proportion of the total

statistical manpower in the region! this is perhaps a further indication

of the extent to which African statistical services are -becoming

decentralized.

: ' Table 9'

■Summary of staff position in central statistical offices

Head Office

Professionals

'. Middle level

Other

Branch offices

and field org*

Professionals

Middle level

Other

^ Total

.Nat.

56

125
322

16'

... 73

600

Officers in

Oth. Nat

3 84

■ .- .165

- 807

— 2

- 43

- 963

3 2064

W

Oth.

9

.. 4
18

2

33

Nat.

15
68

217

3
29

224

555

past

C

Oth.

3

1.

_

4

Nat

36

118

481

12

216

863

E

. Oth.

32

4

9

1

46

Nat.

4

..■"7
27

-

48

0.

Oth.

6

-

. 6

. Total

Nat-.

195

.433,

1854

13

99

.1476'*

4120

Oth.

53

9

27

■:-3 '

92

As in previous surveys concerned with statistical personnel.,

countries were requested to estimate future staff requirements in.

relation'to officers at present in post. A preliminary evaluation

of the results indicates .that the aims "are to increase, the number .of

professional statisticians by nearly 90 Per cent,, middle level staff -

by; about '60 per cent, and lower grades by little'more than 10 per cent..

The last named figure probably does not take sufficient account of .

the work needed in collecting data through field operations. . ..
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Technical assistance and training

, The number of ^technical assistance experts shown in the

completed questionnaires is indicated in Table 10. Table 11

deals with the number of .persons undergoing full time training.

Table 10 , . •

Existing Technical Assistance programme for CSO

Subject ■

Not -specified

OPEX ■ •

Sample surveys-

Consumption surveys

Econ. statistics

National ;a6oourits

Agric. statistics '

Demographic stat.

Data.processing

■ If

UN

1

1

1

" ' 1 '

■ ' '1

5 '

Oth.

1

1 '

UN

1

2

3

1

-

7

Number

- Oth. XM

2

3

3 2

1

1

2

12 2

of experts

G ■ • . E

Oth. m

4

" 4
1

1

3

1

. 3

3 1

7 14

Oth.

10

2

1

1

14

0

UN -

2

1

.1

4 "

-

Oth;

1

1

1

3

! '■ UH""

" 1 .,

7
2

1

. 8

6 ..

2

■4 .

1

32 .

Oth.

Ifl -

4

6

2

1

6

37

Table 11

Persons undergoing full-time training

dumber of persons

c

Total

Professional

In Africa

Elsewhere.. .

Sub-profesBional

In Africa.

70-

10

53

34

25

35

■9
■19

54

24

119

80

Total 133 94 82 50 3'66
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Data processing and publications

.The information .given in connection with these topics is still

under examination and,is not reported here. 'There appears to have

. "been some understatement regarding the use of existing mechanical "' '

and, .electronic processing'equipment; a preliminary analysis indicates
. the use" of such equipment in only an average of 2.4 subject.fields' -.
per'country. ■ ' ; ■ ■ ' .'■_■■.

Preliminary' conclusions ' ' • ■ .

. Although only a preliminary.analysis ,of the survey has "been

completed, and. further information is needed, some tentative

conclusions can perhaps "be derived from the ..results presented "'
above,' ■'".-■ . "

It appears ./that the time has come when further consideration ;

should "be given to the. organisational, status of statistical services '

within the general government structure.. Statistical development . :. ■ . '
has been motivated largely by planning requirements, and the. result,. ..
has. been the establishment of close administrative links between ■ •. ("

statistical and planning agencies. In the majority of countries both ■ . [

are located in the same ministry,, and it seems that there is. a ■ :, ' ; j

tendency for statistical offices to become subsidiary units of ■■■.=■ \

planning agencies. In the vexy early stages of development this kind , •

;of arrangement can have significant advantages, but.soon after the ■ ■■ ;

planning ;process begins, it is generally considered desirable to j
ensure the impartiality of statistical data hj granting some degree •■■.-■■- - j
of independence to the service producing them.

The deficiencies in budget data supplied in response to the

survey are particularly worthy of consideration. Quite apart from

the difficulty they have caused in achieving anything approaching a

useful preliminary analysis, they suggest that African statisticians

■are not-yet considering their work in terms of an optical development

of available resources. In this connection, it is necessary to take

into account'that the quantity, quality and.timeliness of data at

present .being produced are often not .entirely consistent with the

staff and financial resources available. At the present stage of

development, it is not unreasonable to expect that statistical

offices:.themselves would be growing at a faster rate than their '-r- -

production, which means that in many ..countries the essential problem''""

is now one-of efficiency in organising statistical operations. .. . ■-.;■-.

A third important.:point relates, to the balance of activities " '* '

within, statistical programmes. Although the figure's so far obtained '
need some correction^...i-t appears that, work is still concentrated on ■'

..the. processing of .data from administrative souroes? while insufficient '

attention is being given to the direct collection of material from
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the public and from enterprises. Admittedly, there are important

cost implications in organising extensive field operations, but

it is necessary to keep in mind the need to build up comprehensive

statistical systems.

With regard .to staff, fairly steady progress has "been made

during the last ten years, but it appears that considerable

numbers of additional personnel will be needed at professional and

middle levels. The tendency towards decentralisation of African

statistical services necessarily results in some difficulty in .

assessing overall staff requirements.

In a preliminary report of this kind, it is necessary to

concentrate on problems connected with the inquiry itself and with

the results it has produced? this is necessary as a basis for

bringing the project to a satisfactory conclusion. The present

document should therefore not be taken as an overall assessment of

African statistical progress? progress has been fairly good, although

a great deal of work remains to be done.


